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PHASE 1 CENTRAL PARK CONSULTATION 
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GENERAL IMPROVEMENTS 

What are the three most important things to improve? 

 

 

If you selected other, please specify 

Events and use of space Drainage 

More bins pedestrian access 

outdoor bowling green see below re disabled access, Wcs & security 

Increase the amount of rubbish bins for dog faeces Access to Pounds Park across Outland Road. A new 

crossing is part of the proposal and I am very keen to 

see this happen. The existing road bridge fails to 

provide access for pram and wheelchair users and 

those who can't cope with heights or the generally 

infirm. 

pitches Sports pitches 

Public toilets Drainage 

Car parking Watercourses 

Playing fields More bins 

playing park for kids/toddler Upgrade to the playarea 

Dogs Bins 

refreshment area Rubbish bins, picnic tables 

Dog. Control Toilets 

Devon Bank, Mied fruit orchards and upgrade 

alottments 

creative use of water to enhance park (streams, 

ponds) rather than current flooding on lower park and 

erosion on main path down from home park park and 

ride 
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Cycle paths Cafe 

Undercover areas when raining and toilets More waste bins needed in Park for general/dog 

waste. Some dog owners either now not picking up or 

throwing bags in hedgerows. 

Parking Barn Park flooding 

Parking Toliets 

Play park, drainage, public toilets, public safety 

measures (fouling and antisocial behaviour) 

Another cafe facility around the Barn Park entrance 

Central park needs a wildlife pond and more wildlife 

friendly shrubs and flowers 

Promoting sustainable transport such as walking and 

cycling and increasing wildflower meadows and wildlife 

no dog areas toliets 

Improved Wildlife Habitats parks 

Replace removed bins dog bins 

Cycling facility toliets 

Security/safety in terms of protecting against others. 

Also toilets 

toilets 

Dog Bins mixture of routes 

More poo bins and litter bins toilets 

Cafe Clear the rubbish and crap for Ford Park Cemetry. 

Public loos i would love the park to house a dog adventure 

section/area/tunnels/mounds etc. 

 

Do you have any comments on general improvements you would like to see? 

Put in an additional glass notice board to keep updates 

on the progress of Central Park 

Making steps at the Barn Park entrance 

Dog bin by the pond towards the Barn Park entrance  Play for older kids - more challenging using gradients  

Water fountains for drinking Play area like BLAZE in Bristol 

Fenced in area for training dogs who cannot be left off 

of the lead 

More seating 

Ford Park Cemetry path needs replacing Gated dog exercise area 

More toilets More seating 

Water/pond for toy yachts Model boating pools 

Access for wheelcharis and bike rent Play area like La Rochelle 

Cycle route or area - maybe a ring Little play areas dotted around 

Dementia friendly refuge points/sign posts Info on it's history 

Areas for cycling and frisbee Pig farm? 
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Signage around the city for the park Animal/insect themes sign posting on routes 

roller skating track A little riding track for little kids to learn how to ride 

a bike 

Public growing garden Trees are natural drainage, this could be a solution 

Boating lake with wooden boats and ducks  Bottom entrance to Swarthmore allotments - cut into 

area of park to widen.  

Gym equipment Proper signage to say right of way and no parking 

Signage for local wildlife Grit box and shovel - grit paths on steep areas 

Sensory gardens Parking at Barn Park 

Accessible toliets in sensible places Reinstate park wardens/rangers 

Flower meadows Toliets in the park is very important 

People don’t feel safe in the park - open up hedges and 

paths 

What is happening at the Cricket Field above Home 

Park? 

More free toliets (with external entry) Football posts up all year long (in some areas) 

Outdoor gym equipment  Area behind Home Park seems overgrown 

More seating and wooden sculptures (maybe 

redistribute current seating) 

Could develop the carparks into underground 

multistory  

Picnic areas (set for lunch and secluded) A LOT OF FLOODING BY BARN PARK 

Boating pond with ducks There needs to be a herbicide, insecticide and 

fertiliser policy. This should comply with HSE 

recommendations, the current use of herbicide does 

not comply with HSE recommendations. 

More toliets in the café than at Devonport park Currently, anti social behaviour and the physical 

results are not rectified quickly. So graffiti remains 

present for months or even years. Experience with 

other green spaces in Plymouth teaches us that not 

rectifying these problems quickly encourages further 

anti social behaviour. 

More parking Any new work in the park should be of high quality. 

This encourages respect and promotes a sense of 

pride in the area. Low quality installations are prone 

to anti social behaviour and have a higher lifetime cost. 

Use soil from other work to level out the events field Disabled access needs to be explained, due to steep 

gradients, not all paths are suitable for wheelchairs. 

New infrastructure needs to accommodate disabled 

use as far as possible and information on access is 

required for disabled and able bodied users alike. 

The initial starting point for Central Park should be a 

Management Plan for the park. Without this, the 

environmental features and assets are not recorded. 

The management plan should contain the habitats 

present, notable species present, problematic species, 

how the area is to be managed and by whom, access 

Innovative  use of new technology should be taken 

advantage of. The park enjoys good mobile coverage 

and this benefit should be maximised. 
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by public transport and facilities available. 

The proposed drainage schemes need to be eco 

friendly, sustainable and low maintenance with a 

minimum of hard engineering. There will be 

maintenance required and how this is done, the 

frequency of routine tasks and how this is funded is 

essential to the scheme. After all, there is a drainage 

system in place for the wooded valley but having 

received no maintenance for decades it is ineffective. 

The park is an important connecting green space and 

this aspect of the park needs to be identified and 

protected. In particular, close co-operation with Ford 

Park Cemetery is essential. 

The historic environment has not been documented, it 

needs to be identified and protected. 

Plans for the park need to fit with the Joint Local Plan 

and comply with planning legislation and best practice. 

Invasive non native species need an action plan. Access mear buss routes 

There should be a policy on what species are 

introduced to the park and where species may or may 

not be acceptable. 

Air raid shelters could be opened up to the public 

All of the above needs to be communicated to park 

users and the wider Plymouth community, both as an 

overall strategy and as individual policies. 

Recycling bins  

How is the ongoing maintenance and repair costs for 

the park going to be funded? As you are aware, this 

has proved to be a difficult and problematic area for all 

green spaces in Plymouth. 

Parking - by swarthmore 

More art, sculptures and music would you have any news on developments to create 

a pond at the park ,model boaters like myself,have 

nowhere to sail ,ponds for this purpose are rare in 

this part of the world and Plymouth having such a 

maritime history should have somewhere like this 

,Portsmouth has four sailing lakes which bring in large 

crowds at weekends, like to hear your views thanks  

Bike areas for young kids  

Fenced in dog area for play - dogs on leads areas The second point is to make a bridge for cycles and 

pedestrians to walk straight into town over the 

railway line. How wonderful an approach that would 

be to the city. It would also work in reverse, making 

the townfolk able to easily access the park. Imagine 

officer workers getting away at lunchtime to picnic in 

the park? 

Widen and tarmac swarthmore entrance Make it open to all with good facilities 

Calming area with flowers and herbs etc. I would like to keep as much green space as possible 

but allowing some recreation that is free to users. 

Grass and more maintenance of the fields More bins. 

Zebra crossings should be a priority Improvements to walk ways and paths 

A dog free zone within the park - also the grass should 

be cut more frequently on the football pitches. The 

grass on the football pitches in the summer is usually 

too long to play any kind of ball game. Its also littered 

Would love to see a designated "dog park" similar to 

ones in America where a large section is fenced off 

and dogs could be let off lead to socialise, play, etc. 

No children under a certain age should be allowed in 

said area. Finally, once "dog park" is in place that 
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with dog mess and dogs running around with no leads should mean dogs on leads at all times in other parts 

of the park - simple solution to a serious issue and 

everyone wins. Please consider this as it would be 

beneficial for many. 

Designated cycling routes. Better signage, more 

information, higher quality planting 

There is a lot of graffiti around the seating areas in the 

park, especially in the covered seating booths and this 

makes he park look poor and unmaintained 

Public safety needs to be enhance from the behaviour 

of that unruly element which always seems attracted 

to parks. 

I think the park could do with a quality cafÃ©, like the 

one, or rather as good as the one in Devonport Park. I 

realise there is one in the Life Centre but don't 

believe a suitably placed cafÃ© would detract from the 

business of that one. The one at the pitch and putt 

entrance is shall we say "a little sad" :) 

More biodiversity on rougher grassy areas to 

encourage more pollinating insects. Family friendly 

foraging events and other educational/fun events 

drawing attention to the orchards and edible 

hedgerows. Free standing wooden sculptures which 

are also planters containing free to pick green 

vegetables and herbs. Junior skateboarding facilities for 

younger children, especially girls to have a go without 

being intimidated, and where every other word they 

hear is not offensive. Displays of skateboarding/bikes 

by some of the young people who use the facilities as 

many are very skilled. Perhaps there could be 

competitions like there are for athletics/swimming. 

Safety must be at the front of every aspect of design 

Sensitive arbour cultural maintenance on a planned 

program 

The presence of x2 park keepers 

Just a general tidy up Lack of toilet facilities  

more seating around the park Security around the allotments. Tidy up the 

perimeters which are overgrown and have very old 

not much use fencing. Also the new rubbish /dog poo 

bins are a mistake. The smell generated from so much 

waste is terrible. I dread to think what the smell will 

be like in the summer. 

Paths should be where people want to walk, not 

where the council decide. If you do not, beautiful grass 

will be walked across. 

Community champions engaged 

Just a general tidy up free to use fitness equipment around the park 

more tree care Zoned areas with specific planting and themes relative 

to the planting ie WIld Garden, Shade Garden, Child 

Friendly Garden with fun but safe, non poisonous 

planting. Tough planting for fun play areas and games 

areas. 

The existing children's play area to have one larger 

entrance and exit in the same place so that parents 

don't have to have eyes in the back of their heads 

looking after two or three children. 

Make use of disused buildings. More allotments please. 

We have an excellent indoor bowling green which is Better paths as well 
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thriving and generating money. But the out door 

facility is run down and the greens are in a poor state. 

Plymouth needs an all weather facility which would be 

expensive to set up but little maintaince so would pay 

for itself in the long run. 

Clean up the pond and mud pools on theeaztern 

boundary path 

I would like the trees on the boundaries of the 

allotments that cast shade on them to be tidied up. I 

don't mean the big, old beautiful ones (I love those), 

just dead ones where branches blow down and are 

dangerous, hawthorn/holly/shrubs that are overgrown, 

and sycamores that have sprung up from spinners and 

grow rapidly, blocking the sun. As an allotment holder, 

I see many tenants arrive, fail , then give up, and think 

it's very disheartening for people when their plots 

don't thrive. Admittedly, this is often due to an 

underestimation of the amount of time and work 

needed, but feel that their efforts would be better 

rewarded by plots having access to as much light as 

possible. 

The paths at the ford park end of the park are in a 

poor state in places 

the creation of a vibrant SPORTS hub that caters for 

formal and informal activity 

I love Central Park and use it a lot with a pram but we 

Are Quite Confined to Certain areas more pram 

friendly walks for Fitness greatly appreciated. Also 

baby friendly cafe would be great. 

Live entertainment area and organised live events, 

craft fairs etc. Cycle trail including obstacles for 

mountain bikes. 

Lighting is poor in some areas and the play park does 

not cater for the slightly older children 

The park has so much green areas, lots of room for 

many people to picnic, walk,exercise, better 

sinagewould enable people to use all areas of the park 

and get easily too them. Better quality paths would 

make it easier for family's with young children to use 

scooters, skateboards, roller skates etc, while walking 

with family's, fantastic space for exercise 

It would be great for the park to have a Miniature 

railway. This type of railway in a big park is always a 

popular attraction, as can be demonstrated in parks 

such as Royal Victoria Park in Southampton, Hotham 

Park in Bognor, and Ruislip Lido near London, to name 

but a a few. It would appeal to both old and young 

people, and could be run in conjunction with, perhaps 

a small cafe or ice cream Parlour (which the Park also 

needs). There used to be a miniature railway in the 

park (run my a model engineering club), and since 

relocating to Southway, it has become very popular. 

It would be great to see some more innovation in the 

use of the spaces in the park - more 'zoning' of areas 

to allow people with different interests to use the 

park - play area for children, sports areas and perhaps 

some sensory gardens and herbaceous borders. edible 

planting would also be fantastic - perhaps an example 

of a kitchen garden or even a community garden 

space? 

More trees and plants More wildflowerareas for nature ,maybe safe ponds or 

even small lake for birds. far less conctete or tarmac 

please 

Improvements in water drainage, especially at the Barn 

park entrance 

Replace the waste bins for dog faeces that you 

removed as people are failing to pick up now . Saving 

money is one thing but this was false economy . 

The area around the rear of the football stadium is 

overgrown with weeds and bushes and has not been 

More litter bins and dog waste bins Wardens - making 

sure people pick up dog waste, litter, not misusing or 
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cut back for years. take some pride in our park! vandalising equipment 

It would be nice to be able to sit and watch the world 

go by so lovely flowers and trees allude also be good. 

Dog walking areas clearly marked. Picnic areas too 

I would like to see the park clean litter free . with 

areas that people can walk dogs and where people can 

walk without the risk of walking in dog pooh or finding 

dogs running off leads around the park. 

Improved drainage of stream running past Ford Park 

Cemetery towards Ford Park Road 

Many trees and vegetation has been cut down in the 

park, I'd like to see more diverse vegetation spread 

across the park. Trees and vegetation should be left to 

establish to form natural boundaries without the use 

of fencing and walls. I'd also like to see more areas 

devoted to nature, hedgerows, ponds and areas where 

wild flowers and grasses could be established to house 

wildlife. 

More seating and better designed pathways. Some of the paths are work and are not great for 

pushchairs or wheelchair 

More litter bins. Since the littler & dog waste bins 

have been combined there are quite long distances 

between them. Perhaps one of the two near the Barn 

Park entrance and one of the three near the Life 

Centre/clock and children's park could be situated 

halfway along the bottom path between the Ford Park 

and Barn Park entrances . 

important to protect and maintain the Swarthmore 

Allotments site 

Cutting of grass and some fields have pot holes that 

could cause broken ankles 

More bee friendly flowers. Maybe some beehives? 

signage, seating. other as detailed. I would like to see more plants and wildlife 

Vehicle access to Swarthmore allotments. currently un 

surfaced narrow track used for parking, making access 

for delivery vehicles etc. difficult. Also entrance gate 

could do with upgrading. 

Would like to see more toilets 

I would like to see toilets and a cafe overlooking the 

play park. More seating in the play park is needed. 

Apart from the above. The Barn Park entrance and 

immediate area is often flooded and sometimes fairly 

deep. It would seem that the drainage to the area is 

poor or that the 'run off' from the grassed areas 

require attention with drain channels to take water to 

another place. 

Removal of residential properties on former park 

lands. Bicycle lanes with a surface which is amenable 

to in-line skating. 

A boating lake would be great 

More dog bins The maintenance of the park currently is sorely 

lacking, any improvements to the park should allow a 

contingency of funding to enable the upkeep of the 

improvements. There should also be signs on the 

entrances to the park to inform people of the policies 

of the park,regarding dog 

fouling,cycling,vandalism,litter etc and the 

consequences of not adhering to these rules. The 

provision of Park Rangers,possibly is too much to ask 

but should be considered. In my opinion there is a sad 

lack of respect for the park, in some cases,given 

currently the condition of some of the fields mainly 
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leftover from the Life Centre project and the spoil 

from the original Home Park works as an example 

there is some merit in this view. 

I would like to see a dog arena a secured place for 

dogs to be able to be of lead securely and not have to 

worry about the dog running of or if this dog is UN 

friendly don't have to worry about kids or other dogs. 

Be a great place to do training, especially if there's 

going to more playing fields then these dogs can have a 

space to the own not having to ruin some one pick 

nick or disturb a sports game. There is an endless 

amount of reasons for having an enclosed space for 

dogs. I would suggest to keep in mind that arenas are 

high in demand for dog owners/walkers so might 

consider placing two. One main arena then a smaller 

training arena. As if someone is using one and there 

dog is not friendly them the next person would have 

to wait but if there was a second then dogs can share.. 

I've been to an arena and I had to wait for the dogs in 

there to be finished in there walk to be able to go on. 

I can see real potential with this idea. 

Pounds Park House and the area around it are in a 

very sorry and depressing state. Perhaps instead of 

building new cafes in the park this building could be 

made better use of. 

If I described 'blue-sky thinking' I would see the 

installation of public facilities: a cafe, toilets (disabled & 

baby change) & dedicated cycle paths. This would 

bring many more people to the park. Build public BBQ 

plates in a picnic area (as they do in Australia) to 

enable family gatherings. Increase signage, using designs 

that cater for other languages, disabled (including 

PECS, braille) & support those with dementure 

(include the city's history in picture and words). 

Increase the seating and SHELTER around the park. 

This will enable those put off by the weather to 

venture out more and provide regular rest points for 

those less physically able. Include (PV illuminated) 

signage at these points to provide interest & 

education, particularly historical information & info on 

surrounding flora and fauna (likely trees, pants, birds 

etc.). This would improve the ecological credentials of 

the park & city. Rubbish bins to include recycling 

options & dog waste bins clearly marked on signage 

I would emphasise please the flooding at the bottom 

road leading out of the park at Barn Park. We see 

football fans skirting around these puddles every time 

they walk to a match, and it is not acceptable for 

people to get their feet wet, walking through the park 

to a football match. At the bottom of this road there 

is a ‘No cycling ‘ sign, I’m not quite sure of the 

wording but it has been knocked down (no doubt by 

disapproving cyclists)!. The twin pillared gate is 

acceptable but could do with some stonemason 

cleaning them to a higher standard. With parking in 

Barn Park Road, this is a popular end to enter the 

park by. As you pass the pillars on the left, is a storage 

facility. Its not beautiful, and if it can’t be beautified, 

the graffiti on the door could be removed. There is 

also this strange fenced in pond, which used to have 

DANGER signs around it. This could be made more of 

a feature, and of course looked at for drainage, in 

connection with the ponding on the tarmacked park 

road. I took some photos today but I’m not sure I can 

download them to go with the emails. 

more enhancements for wildlife, more opportunities 

for wild play 

Reintroduce the fitness equipment and maybe a 

running track? 

Improved orienteering facilities stricter enforcement of cycle lanes - prosecution of 

cyclists who do not use them 

I walk in the park on an almost daily basis. It's a 

wonderful green space, an oasis in the centre of the 

city, a real asset to Plymouth. 

i would like too see more flowers i think the sight of 

fresh plants and flowers are inviting and pleasant 

seating is also a good thing for people to sit and relax 

and have their lunch 

The park has become a dog only zone. Going for a 

walk with children exposes them to risks ranging from 

dogs jumping upon them to busting their footballs. 

improved lighting on the lower section of park (close 

to the cemetery) to allow running at night without a 

torch. A really nice, high quality cafe that serves good 
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There are no picnic areas and having tried to have a 

picnic I won't be again having been accosted by three 

separate parties. I would suggest that there are dog 

only zones rather than people only zones and that 

dogs be kept in leads. 

espresso coffee and food. I think a footpath within the 

park which runs parallel to outland road would be a 

great idea and distance people from the traffic. Also, 

the pull up bar is a great addition and i would like to 

see more 'rudimental' exercise options. 

more bins are needed everywhere throughout out the 

city, especially the parks and surrounding areas. 

more well surfaced paths, and possible maps to show 

routes around the park and distances. 

I would like to see more public toilets with baby 

change facilities especially close the the park area. 

Drainage is also needed,there is a lot of flooding in the 

winter months 

The historical Devon Bank on bridleway from Life 

centre could be remade in traditional,style and be a 

cultural attraction for Maflower 2020 . Mixed fruit 

orchards surrounded by traditional Devon hedges are 

most attractive for Plymouth families for food 

production in summer , picnics for children and 

maintenance of orchard by local school children. Each 

orchard needs to be surrounded by stock proof 

Devon hedges. After 7 years orchards can accept 

Dartmoor Greyface ewes and lambs from Poole farm. 

As we approach Brexit every Alottment can 

contribute to veg and fruit sales to Plymouth 

Communities. Stoke Damerel Church Weekly and 

Devonport Park events stalls need home produced 

produce not from EU! Alottment s must have a trickle 

water supply ( as in RHS magazine this month) 

supplied by a WATER supply for Every Alottment. ( 

meters are cheap and available) . One third of each 

Alottment could be polytunnel to be cometitive with 

other UK and EU. Horticulturists! 

Much bigger play park for children,and an exercise 

area fenced in for dogs to come off the lead, with dog 

poo bins around the field if outside this area at all 

times they must be on a lead,I do not take my 

grandchildren to the park as they are either being 

chased by dogs or standing in dogs mess, all other 

county's do this and it is about time we woke up to 

the fact not everyone likes dogs around 

Cycle paths need to be improved Improve Drainage in large parts of the park. Improve 

Paths and seating areas and include formal Cafe area. 

Additional Waste / dog waste bins are needed - 

several have been removed recently, leading to dog 

walkers dropping bags where there used to be bins. 

Trees need replanting following recent storms. Allow 

some of the meadows to grow throughout the 

summer allowing for greater bio diversity for both 

plant and insect life. 

a community allotment which would allow volunteers 

to learn about gardening and growing vegetables even 

if you don't have your own allotment 

I don't like lots of busy, intrusive signage. It's a lovely 

place to relax in, so please don't fill it with information 

and orders and advice. signage is good for indicating 

routes, just keep things simple and brief. Spend money 

improving the area and breathing space and activities, 

not on silly, overblown artwork (said as an artist!) 

Flowers and landscaped areas would imporve its 

appeal to those not wanting to play sport or with out 

children 

Up keep of Hedgerows and control of ivy within them. 

More litter bins especially replacing the black bins half 

way up the path from Barn Park Entrance to Home 

Park Stadium and from Barn Park to Clock Tower 

path 

improvement in parking within the park Converting Pounds House to a bistro/ cafe (like 

Devonport Park, Freedom Fields and Victoria Park) 

and putting a small (Cafe Roma style?) cafe next to the 
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play park would be excellent. The need to retain some 

of the wilderness areas s essential - including the 

extensive nettle beds near the allotments at Peverell 

Park Road. No Nettles - no butterflies, no matter how 

many wild flowers you plant. A duck pond and/ or 

boating pond would provide a focal point/ destination 

to encourage people to enjoy the park for more than 

just dog-walking and jogging. 

The park could be a great place to take sandwiches for 

lunch etc, but there are very few benches. It's also 

very "open to the elements" so some wind/rain 

shelters could help - though appreciate these need to 

be carefully thought out so they don't become a hub 

for drinking/drugs (maybe lots of small areas for 1-3 

people instead of large shelters). Security/cctv is also a 

thought. Facilities to allow for fast food/cafÃ©/shop 

and other small businesses. Maybe facilities/area to 

allow for food/drink/craft festivals to take place (i.e. to 

site lots of temporary small wooden huts). Are there 

public toilet facilities? These would be essential if 

you're having a cafÃ©. 

Dear all as Chairman of the indoor and outdoor bowls 

facilities i would like to see some real improvement in 

accessibility of the bowls areas especially as the 

government directive was to expand the activities of 

the over 55,s to keep them out of the doctors 

surgery. We need some closer parking to the outdoor 

greens and disabled access if possible. with respect to 

improvements Devonport Park provides an example 

of combining the Cafe with the bowls green and this 

has enhanced the park and the fact that there is 

constant usage would appear to stop unwanted 

Vandalism. I understand that the current building at 

Central Park was constructed and designed to support 

another floor above and the Pavillion needs an up lift 

as it is old and begging some improvements Mike 

Sampson 

Segregated cycleways, central park acts as a key cycle 

link from the north to the city centre for those 

uncomfortable with cycling along Outland Road/Alma 

Road, the sheer number of dog walkers makes cycling 

through central park very difficult and dangerous 

Dear all as Chairman of the indoor and outdoor bowls 

facilities i would like to see some real improvement in 

accessibility of the bowls areas especially as the 

government directive was to expand the activities of 

the over 55,s to keep them out of the doctors 

surgery. We need some closer parking to the outdoor 

greens and disabled access if possible. with respect to 

improvements Devonport Park provides an example 

of combining the Cafe with the bowls green and this 

has enhanced the park and the fact that there is 

constant usage would appear to stop unwanted 

Vandalism. I understand that the current building at 

Central Park was constructed and designed to support 

another floor above and the Pavillion needs an up lift 

as it is old and begging some improvements Mike 

Sampson 

Some time its hard to find your way around such a 

large space. More signage would be useful, especially 

for visitors to the town. 

- Attention should be given to improving biodiversity 

and wildlife habitats. Increased vegetation (particularly 

trees and wildflower meadows), installation of bird, 

bat, bug boxes, etc - Borders and entrances could be 

made greener and 'showier' by incorpo 

Increased safety and less dogs off leads. Play park - some features aren't that good for playing 

on and seem easy for kids to hurt themselves on. 

Some of the safe floor surfaces are in need of repair / 

freshening up. Access to toilets - if you are caught 

short or are with small children who need a poo 

halfway through the park, you are out of luck unless 

you are prepared to sneak into the Life Centre or 

improvise! As a parent I feel park security measures 

and antisocial behaviour deterrents would be welcome 
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as my children become more independent. There have 

been several violent incidents over the years. I was 

threatened in the park by a group of teenagers a few 

years ago in the middle of the afternoon who made a 

point of saying there are no security cameras. 

Cameras might not be practical or desirable but I'd 

hope measures could be introduced such as wardens 

or signage on how to address antisocial behaviour. 

Drainage needs improving - frequent waterlogging 

occurs at the bottom of the park by Inverdene after it 

has rained. 

A large enough dog exercise area is needed for the 

any dogs that use the the park but are not off lead 

trained. 

Central Park has deteriorated over the years. Very 

little seems to be done in relation to control of weeds 

(and please don't tell me that they are necessary for 

wildlife). In the wooded valley young trees were 

planted some years ago. These are virtually completely 

swallowed up now. Nettles have taken over there and 

on the bottom route from Barn Park to Ford Park 

cemetery. In some of the fields the grass is allowed to 

grow long (I understand this is because you get some 

funding for allowing this) but it stops people walking, 

children playing and people to have picnics etc. 

Recently most of the bins have been taken away - 

ridiculous, as it is now necessary to walk a long way to 

deposit rubbish, dog waste etc and people are now 

just dropping litter and hanging dog waste in bushes. 

Devonport Park is very well maintained. I hope not all 

the park will be taken over by sports pitches, as that 

seems to be what is likely to happen. 

The history of the park is a really important and 

inspiring story about the gifting of land to the people 

of Plymouth for public health purposes in recognition 

of the value of open green space and exercise in the 

fresh air eg cf Octavia Hill. Also the use of 'Exhibition 

Hill ' for community events/fairs even further back in 

history. 

The pathway has some potholes that can be dangerous 

to walk/cycle on. A smoother surface would serve 

people better for walking/dog walks/cycling. Greta to 

see potential for a cyclepath/footpath to go around 

the outskirts of the park, but clearly marked cycle 

paths going through the park will be great too. 

More meadow flowers and grassland for wildlife Lights along the main path from Home Park to the ciry 

centre aren not continuous , not much use on a 

winter's eve walking to get a train/bus home after 

Argyle. 

I use Central Park daily with my dog. We desperately 

need more bins, the old bins were recently replaced 

with new larger types, however they are few and far 

between. Which has resulted in my opinion of more 

litter being left and poo bags being left in grass and on 

trees. 

I think the wild and green spaces are so important and 

should be maintained 

knowing what the different areas are called as people 

to refer to them but I don't know where they are. 

Also lighting as I get scared at night or in the winter 

and don't want to use it. 

I would like to see more bins for dog waste, most of 

them have disappeared over recent monhs 

toliets More mature shrubs and trees, such as the beautiful 

rhododendron bushes in large clumps 
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public toilets please Making sure the disabled can access the park but also 

have facilities they can enjoy and take part in 

A designated dog walking area also a designated cycle 

route. Maybe a red asphalt track denoting cyclists 

only. Also a circular cyclist path. 

Just can't see the Velodrome ? 

toilets bear the play area Better cleaner toilets would be nice. 

I would like trees to be replaced when they fall down 

in storms. It would be nice if the pond near the Barn 

Park Road entrance could be tidied up and some 

ducks would be nice! More seating on the path up to 

the Life Centre from the pond would be good as some 

people find the hill a bit of a struggle. 

The biggest problem in Central Park is that of 

maintenance. One off investments are not followed up 

on or kept up. There are several examples of things 

being done to save money in the short term but 

costing money in the long term. Some examples 

include the 'pond?' along the cemetery path. A large 

hole was dug, and that's it. Some p!anting was done it 

is now full of weeds. The waste bins were reduced in 

number and replaced with large ugly plastic ones near 

the entrances, no doubt for convenient emptying. This 

is not going to encourage people to clear up when 

they have to walk a long way to the nearest bin. My 

main concern is the poor level of grass cutting. Many 

smaller grassed areas have now been lost to weeds. It 

seems only areas easily accessible with tractors are 

cut. Some verges get some slight attention. There is a 

picnic bench almost engulfed by the weeds. The 

benefits of a beautiful park are difficult to measure but 

mental well being can be greatly uplifted by a simple 

walk 

A dog play area, not everyone has children and the 

main users of the park are walkers with dogs. 

Combine new cafe with entertainment hub eg 

bandstand / event/ open air platform nearby. - central 

to events area? Retain & improve Golf Kiosk, already 

in popular position with Park walkers. Current 

enthusiasm of Golf Team is amazing 

We have a business on Trelawney Road, immediately 

outside the Barn Park entrance.We are frequently 

asked by park visitors to use our toilet. There should 

be ore facilties throughout the park. The drainage 

inside the Barn Park entrance is completely 

inadequate,creating flooding during periods of heavy 

rainfall. This flooding flows out into Inverdene, the 

street running alongside the park. This must be 

addressed 

Some minor paths are very steep. It it possible they 

could be stepped or handrail Ed. 

More use of the land that used to be the swimming 

pool, the fair uses it but a more permanent fixture 

would be nice,maybe like west hoe park. Bottom of 

park by cemetery- better lights and more play 

equipment. Use of pounds park building if possible, 

Learn to cycle areas, many people use car park on 

Sunday, designated flat area buy the new proposed 

cafe. 

Please keep the park green, with more trees and 

wildlife areas. It's a wonderful green space. It doesn't 

need any more building. 

Central Park has amazing potential, but needs money 

spent on general repairs and upkeep in line with the 

provision of new and enhanced facilities. There is a 

More bins, both for regular rubbish and dog poo 
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stark difference between the area of the Life Centre, 

play park, golf course and the bottom area of the park 

(along the line of the cemetery). 

water drainage You propose a new crossing on Outland Road - an 

excellent idea. This would be an absolute godsend for 

residents of Meredith, Belair and Onslow Roads and 

upwards from there, including Beacon Park and the 

two schools. - indeed anyone wanting to access the 

park at this end to get to Pounds Park, the play park 

and the GP surgery as well as parents and children 

using the park as a pleasant walk to and from school 

and anyone trying to find routes that don't involve 

passing through heavy traffic. Children and older 

people need to be able to access the park safely which 

is not possible at present at any of the park entrances. 

More play areas spread around & sports facilities Improved disabled access on paths leading to play 

areas & to equipment within play areas. More WC 

facilities including disabled toilets (Radar key 

controlled). Regular after dusk police patrols to 

control anti social behaviour & vandalism. 

Would like to see an enclosed dog field. Nothing 

provided for dog walkers, and this would keep dogs 

away from cyclists, joggers and families enjoying 

picnics. 

I would like to see the underused and neglected facility 

of Pounds House become a cafe and functions venue. 

This would provide a revenue stream and a 

picturesque wedding setting. 

More public loos - only loo is at the life centre. Not about general improvement as such. However I 

would like to see an all weather 3G football pitch at 

central Park. 

Needs to be kept cleaner than currently is, life centre 

not that old and already looking shabby. 

More lighting, defiantly, more seating & maybe picinic 

tables & a information board on the history of Central 

park & Maybe some park rangers . 

Quality and maintenance of toilets and changing rooms More bins and activities for the little ones along the 

way. For example, recognising mini beasts and plants 

and flowers against board with a list of bugs etc. 

Better security, CCTV of the park or entrance areas. 

The vast Puddle that always happens at Barn Park 

Road area. 

Bins were places in the park then suddenly removed 

again. 

I like the park as it is a lot, it just seems a little tatty 

round the edges at it we're. Maps and information 

would be good and I don't understand why there isn't 

a better water feature aside from the tiny pond with 

zero access or viewing due to the vegetation. 

Toilets! 

Would like to see all PCC employees doing their bit 

to report graffiti and broken glass etc instead of just 

ignoring it or waiting for the general public to report 

it. No sense of ownership or pride in the place they 

work at times it APPEARS. 

At present dogwalkers use the park all year round 

whereas children use it occasionally when it is a nice 

day. The poo bins are too few and everyone complains 

about that. The green by the kids' play park should be 

fenced in with picnic tables as right now dogs always 

want to grab a picnic or a ball. Walking dogs off the 

lead is so important to the dogwalkers as many, like 

myself, are infirm and the dogs are our lifeline. The 

park is beautiful with birds and wild plants, trees, long 
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grasses, a few insects and the odd bee seem to be 

returning. Making this area over people friendly will 

change that. Wild flowers are essential play pitches 

not. A dog swimming pond would be super. The 

wildlife pond at the Barne Park Road end needs re-

fencing as dogs can get in there. Please make sure all 

entrances are marked with 8mph speed limit as 

cyclists race through the park with a deadly impact 

speed and carry no public liability insurance or id 

number. Please change this 

Bring back the stream along the wooded valley The lighting, especially the paths that lead out towards 

the bottom of the park towards Mannamead meads 

improving, around the allotments etc. 

More bins as by Sunday evening the bins are 

overflowing. Maybe bins near Argyl as after a match 

the whole area is strewn with rubbish 

Have more events in the park. Music festivals etc. I live 

10 mins away but rarely go there. A cafe would be 

great along with public toilets. 

Better lighting throughout for early morning walkers 

and to encourage evening walkers. It would also be 

nice to have picnic bench areas dotted around the 

park for families and friends. 

A little bit more about the history. Play area to have 

wider range of activities for all kids ages. Space to run 

and play. Clubs in the park, e.g. scouting, skating etc. 

Keep park looking 'Natural' with lots of plants and 

unbuilt up areas 

Some minor paths are very steep. It it possible they 

could be stepped or handrail Ed. 

use of water to provide water features, happy to see 

more 'wild areas' but a few pitches and green fields 

could be allocated to 'ball use' and kept short in 

summer - often hard to find somewhere to kick a ball 

around with the kids in the long grass BINS! you got 

rid of so many bins and dog poo bins. the big ones, 

mostly near entrances, are just so far away from most 

areas that i have seen a significant increase in poo, poo 

bags and general rubbish in the central areas - taking 

the one out on the main route from clock tower to 

barn park was daft 

The whole park needs investment to improve the 

general appearance and to make the park a happier 

place like it used to be. Some of the trees are making 

certain areas uninviting to dog walkers and general 

users of the park. A new cafe facility would be great 

near the Barn Park entrance as this would not affect 

the retailers already established in the park. Better 

lighting and drainage would be good as Barn Park is 

puddle hell during the wet weather. The pond needs 

serious attention to either improve it or remove it. 

I think entrances should be heavily improved. Central 

Park should be something we are proud of. When 

people go to other parks in major cities the park 

entrances are outstanding, we need to make our park 

shine. A cafe would be fantastic, somewhere to take 

friends and family when they visit whilst walking 

through the park. Lighting is a safety concern, I walk 

my dogs through the park at night times and being a 

30 year old male I still feel quite intimidated by how 

dark it is. This investment is an amazing opportunity to 

make our amazing city have an amazing park. This is 

great news! 

Provision of more spectacular trees, giving colour and 

interest throughout the year. 

Would like to see public toilets as the closest ones are 

the life centre and it is a long walk up for small 

children. A cafe with drinks and food available, extra 

seating for busy periods. 

I would like to see Central Park protected as much as 

possible as it is an amazing asset to our city. We 

should increase the wildflower meadows and space for 

wildlife. In some parts of Plymouth the road verges are 

planted with wildflowers which is wonderful and we 

won the Britain in Bloom a few years ago. Also cycling 

and walking should be promoted. I also think 
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education relating to plants and local wildlife could be 

improved perhaps with signage. 

Eco friendly play park, more use of natural materials I think there should be a designated no dog picnic 

area. There was an incident not long ago where we 

were having a picnic on the grass when a dog off its 

lead came charging over trying to get the food. I had 

to pick my toddler up to stop him from being knocked 

over. Also I think certain areas of Central Park should 

be no dogs. It is bad when you cannot even let your 

toddler walk free on the pavement or grass without 

the worry they will step in dog mess. 

A "formal" gardens area / flower beds would be a nice 

addition (probably up towards Pounds house end), and 

an area for summer outdoor performances. 

Would be great to see some use of exotic planting, 

which would be fitting with Plymouth's climate. It 

would make a very attractive display in a sunny area of 

the park. Some palms such as phoenix canariensis, 

butia capitata, washingtonia robusta, brahea edulis, 

jubaea chilensis. Banana plants such as Musa basjoo 

would make fantastic additions too. Summer bedding 

incorporating things like cannas, and ensete 

ventricosum (abysinnian banana). As for wildlife, 

perhaps nest boxes in the trees, and maybe some 

webcams to engage the public. Plenty of wildflowers 

could be planted and maybe some marsh plants to 

make the most of the pennycomequick valley part of 

the park. 

More suggested walking routes, perhaps activities en 

route to engage children and provide education 

opportunities on nature/the history of Plymouth. 

The most important improvement will be a lake at 

Barn Park and a stream in the Valley. 

As summer months here cyclists reminded that dogs 

and young children also use park and unaware of 

"cycle paths" as park = freedom so they will run 

around and a few cyclists ride the bikes too fast going 

down hills. If skate park being extended then definitely 

more waste bins as area is disgusting in the morning 

before council park men arrive to pick it up daily. Also 

some users of skate park vandalising stone wall at car 

park. Cameras?? Someone to patrol all of park once a 

week to move on "campers" and get collection of 

dumped rubbish left behind. 

More seating throughout the park would be 

welcomed. 

Improvements needed to drainage all over the park 

but particularly the Barn Park entrance area and the 

bottom path/wooded valley. Maps and signs for people 

to know where they are as without prior knowledge 

you can get lost. Improvements and replacement of 

old and dangerous metal fencing. A more proactive 

attitude by the PCC employees who work in the park 

about painting out graffiti rather than having to wait 

for a member of the public to report it, similarly when 

it comes to flooded areas don't just drive your van 

through it -report it . 

It is very nice but a few areas are neglected, lots of 

weeds etc... You have a serious problem with 

hogweed up there, I feel sorry for your strimmer 

boys.... 

Lighting and more signage to welcome you into 

Central Park at all entrances 

Better lighting as when walking in the winter it is so 

dark and I don't feel very safe. 
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Would like to see the PCC employees not just doing 

their designated tasks but actively helping with the 

park by reporting graffitti - etc and generally being a 

bit more proactive. 

Any improvements to increase opportunities for 

physical activities in the park would be great i.e. 

outdoor gym equipment, walks/run/orienteering 

routes, cycle hire/adapt bikes. 

Litter & rubbish needs to be improved. The concrete 

patch where the old park used to be is covered in 

broken glass. Disgraceful for young kids & dangerous. 

Have separate paths for cyclists, they and pedestrians 

plus dogs are not a good mix. WHERE IS THE OPEN 

AIR THEATER? 

I walk dogs here any time between 3:30 am and 10pm 

every day of the year. Better visibility would help 

immensely in retrieving waste. Some of the paths 

especially around the cemetery end are in poor repair. 

replacing some of the waste bins which have recently 

been removed would incentivise clearing dog waste. I 

don't want to carry a bag in the freezing cold from 

one end of the park to the other before finding a bin. 

Access to allotments on Swarthmore site could be 

improved with widening to enable vans, lorries etc to 

make deliveries. An access lane from the top of 

Holdsworth Street to the Allotment gate would be 

beneficial to local residents and plot holders alike. 

Improvement to the appearance into the Park from 

the top of Holdsworth street could be improved. The 

allotment area supports a range of wildlife from 

various birds of prey to small mammals. It would be a 

good area to add wildflower planting to encourage 

insect life which is successful in other areas of the 

park. 

Where are the cycling facilities that were to be put in 

place. 

Improvement to safety/security to encourage it as a 

place to be used in the evenings too. 

I would love to see a cafe with both indoor and 

outdoor seating, seating near the play park (good for 

grandparents) and an update of the skate park. 

I would like to see the large air raid shelter opened up 

to public visits. With it's surviving internal details it is 

one of the best examples in the country and would be 

a fitting monument to the Plymouth blitz. I would like 

to draw your attention to the Fan Bay project at 

Dover which was achieved using volunteer labour and 

which has paid for itself within a year. 

https://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/the-white-cliffs-of-

dover/features/visiting-fan-bay-deep-shelter 

I would like it to be maintained better, for example at 

the moment a lot of the park is very overgrown with 

weeds and grass and looking like it could do with 

more regular maintenance in the form of cutting back. 

I love the wood sculptures on the path by Ford Park 

Cemetery, and the improvement in the drainage so 

that area no longer floods so badly. 

More poo/litter bins is essential, more public toilets 

(attached to cafes but accessible to everyone), when 

creating a new playpark make it fenced and make the 

fencing extend further to create large grassy areas for 

play and picnics). The dog owners and parents can 

relax knowing there's no dog mess and your dog isn't 

going to run off into someone's picnic. Add a dirt 

track area for bikes like in saltash or Tavistock. Cheap 

and gives kids on bikes lots of fun and exercise in a 

relatively small area. Include MUGAs in your play 

areas. They are contained, multi use and all weather 

and will get loads of use. The cafe near the play park 

should have a function room you can hire for events 

(like kids parties) also (like Devonport park). Also add 

a path up the side of the Swarthmore allotments so 

you don't have to walk up a dirty back lane to 

continue your walk in the park. 

A general improvement all round - look at New 

York's Central Park as a role model on how staff and 

visitors take a great pride in their park - a number of 

good examples is the waste collection and monitoring, 

Park Wardens on constant patrol to give assistance; 

Smaller Paths need improvement. A nice cafe would 

be great 
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Park Workers on site and allowing visitors to talk with 

them and they can give two-way garden tips. 

Maintenance of the park is essential. Pointless 

spending money on improvements if things are then 

just left to deteriorate. This must include litter picking 

& increasing number of litter bins & the regular 

emptying of these. 

The new are too large and have no flaps to prevent 

smells etc. There need to be smaller bins and more of 

them in more places. The present bins are placed in 

the wrong areas eg too near the childrens' areas, too 

near the seating and not enough in the more out of 

the way places where the dog walkers go eg behind 

the bowling greens etc. 

Play areas and equipment that include disabled 

children. A sensory garden similar to but perhaps 

larger than the one on the Hoe. A lot more seating so 

disabled people can have more access to the park. 

Signage that is large enough all can read it. Better 

maps of the park so people can see what is available 

and where to go. 

Improvements to the pathways on the lower areas of 

the park. This always flood during poor weather. 

The bowling greens maintained to a far better quality. 

They are covered in fungi and weeds at times 

Improve seating 

There is still a requirement for more parking 

particularly on match days. 

Regular clean up patrols - although park generally 

looking good at the moment. 

trees plants for bees open spaces preserved Improvements should go wider than just re-surfacing 

and issues like junction alignments, drainage and 

lighting should also be addressed. Granite-sett gutters 

will need particular attention.  

A flat area for roller skating A large pond kids can play 

in . 

Much could be done to improve boundaries and the 

quality of vegetation and trees by developing and 

implementing a management plan.   

Existing drainage installations deprive the park of a key 

resource – surface water – whilst groundwater issues 

are largely uncontained.  The introduction of new 

water features to include a lake at Barn Park and a 

stream through the Valley will be extremely important 

as they will: 

• Strengthen its ecology with new wildlife arriving. 

• Enhance its amenity value and make it even more 

attractive for visitors. 

• Provide a recreational resource with the potential 

for new enterprises. 

Groundwater issues and water run-offs should be led 

in surface courses into the existing sewer under 

Pennycomequick and Victoria Park, and discharge into 

Stonehouse Creek.  However, we understand that 

there may be concerns about the risks of: 

• Polluted water entering the sea. 

• Overloading the sewer after rain and at high tides. 

• Flooding on Central Park Avenue should collection 

arrangements become blocked. 

The Hydrology and Drainage Study should address 

each of these risks and propose measures for making 

them acceptable.  It should also establish the 

attenuation volumes required to minimise flood risk 

and the storage volumes required to maintain a 

The Park can be accessed by road, foot and by public 

transport. It is well connected to a network of roads, 

bus routes and footpaths that pass around the Park. In 

addition it has good links to Plymouth Parkway. 

Nearby there is a main Plymouth railway station. The 

park would benefit from brown tourist information 

signs on surrounding roads and more information 

panels at access points providing visitors with clear 

directional information about the Park and the 

surrounding area. The finger sign-posts are inadequate. 

Could there be an information outlet at the railway 

station? 
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minimum flow in the valley stream. 

Signage can be introduced progressively if there is an 

overall plan.  Finger posts are least likely to attract 

graffiti and they should be metal rather than recycled 

plastic which burns.  The style in the City Centre 

would be quite attractive if adapted for a parkland 

setting and there are good examples of this in other 

parks.   Unfortunately, experience indicates that, 

unless very well sited, maps and interpretation boards 

can quickly become damaged or defaced.       

The Park has significant ecological value, containing a 

variety of habitats that support a wide diversity of 

species, some protected by legislation.  It also has 

value through being a large green space in the centre 

of a dense urban area with key ecological links to the 

wider countryside through tree-lined streets etc. Not 

only do this green space offer biodiversity but also 

potential health and well-being projects. 

Kiddie cafe, group seating, netball, bowls, dog friendly 

cafe, any other interests 

toilets 

I would like to see more events in the park - Join 

Plymouth to the last night of the Proms regional 

concerts, a festival for nature and wildlife forum for 

volunteers. 

toliets and water play 

A responsible group for caring for the park. A 

warden? 

small play areas dotted around 

informal seating public toliets, remove the fairground as it causes too 

much trouble. 

Litter free zones, more cafes and loos seating and benched 

goal posts taken down certain times of the year toilets, more dog bins, bike hire scheme 

duck pond, more than one face across the park, 

gardens and improving the vegetation 

The park opposite has (Inverdene Rd) has not been 

cut back for a long time. There is big banks of stinging 

nettles taking over the grass where people used to 

picnic. This is a proper disgrace and should be a 

priority as it is used by lots of people. 

better use of areas Carvings at the bottom of park some brought to top 

of park for people to see. 

more litter picking Stop using the zoo field as a dumping ground for wood 

chips. 

more bins cleaner, more bins 

drainage is an important priority. toilets. signage needs improving and seasonal info self led 

trails 

Could not the entrances at Barn Park Road and Ford 

Park Road be re-landscaped to create raised flower-

beds and a paved area with picnic benches? Providing a 

more welcoming atmosphere. A Park “brand” needs 

to be developed 

There are a large number of very old hedgerows 

throughout the park, including an old Devon Lane. 

Much could be done to improve these 

hedges/hedgebanks and the quality of vegetation and 

trees by developing and implementing a 

comprehensive management plan.  This would require 

a full hedgerow survey – something that the 

stakeholders could become involved with – Citizen 

Science – the OPAL Project. 

The hedgerows also offer opportunity for teaching 

people about foraging and healthy eating. 

The provision of seating is inadequate for the level of 

use by walkers and elderly people. There is a great 

Owing to the size of the Park there needs to be Park 

Rangers on duty every day 365 days a year. There 
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potential for different types of seating e.g. a bench 

style called StanfordTM for the formal areas and a 

rustic style for the less formal areas.  

needs to be a friendly face in the Park, to provide help 

and information to visitors and to engage with the 

public. They could also perform other important tasks 

such as emptying of litter bins, picking up of litter and 

monitoring public safety within the Park. 

The building of a new café will inevitably generate 

more litter and will thus require more bins. 

Looking at the number of dog walkers walking around 

the park clutching bags of dog waste it would seem 

that there is inadequate provision for disposal. 

If the new plan is to succeed then PCC will need to 

gain the support and involvement of the Stakeholders, 

local community and volunteer groups such as the 

Friends of Central Park, Plymouth Tree Partnership 

and Plymouth Environmental Action and local schools 

and colleges. 

What will be done to encourage stakeholder and 

community involvement in the future management and 

development of the Park? 

 

 


